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Abstract – Shotgun metaproteomics applied to dental calculus is a tool that is providing unprecedented insights in ancient diet and health reconstruction [1][2]. We apply a proteomic analysis of dental calculus deposits from individuals of two contemporaneous populations, Bovolone (Verona) and Sant’Abbondio (Pompeii), in order to provide more insight into the diet and health of individuals in middle Bronze Age Italy. Here we find that differences in protein preservation among individuals make comparing the two populations challenging. Nevertheless, we detect a number of dietary proteins, including wheats and eggs, which gains insight into food consumption practices during this period of social and economic change.

I. INTRODUCTION

The Bronze Age has been long recognized as a period of profound changes in economic and social practices. At the basis of this social and cultural swing there were technological developments that resulted in agricultural and farming revolutions. However, population groups during this period often show different levels of complexity, and in Italy this variation has meant it has been difficult to define a relative chronology during the Early History. Italian territory is extremely complex and irregular, with different geographical barriers, which sometimes implied a lack of contact and cultural exchange among populations established in the Peninsula. With a few exceptions, each region adopted its own pottery, tools, weapons and funerary traditions, resulting in cultural traditions which, although connected temporally, were highly distinctive [3].

To further understand some of the dietary and health complexity of this period, we focus on two Italian Middle Bronze Age populations, located approximately 450 miles from one another, which appear to be culturally distinctive from one another (Fig.1). Archaeological, geographical, geological and anthropological data so far collected for the two sites are indicative of this distinction [4][5][6].

Bovolone, in the province of Verona, is a Bronze Age necropolis excavated a number of times since 1876. The individuals sampled for this study belong to the excavations carried out between 1981 and 1983 concerning the Middle Bronze Age area of the necropolis [4]. 64 graves were recovered during these campaigns, 29 of which are burials.

Fig 1. Location of Bovolone (a) and Sant’Abbondio (b).

The site is located in the alluvial cone of the Adige river, characterized by palaeo-rivers laid out in a wheel-and-spoke pattern, an ideal scenario for agriculture and animal husbandry. The assemblage of wild fauna, gathered from the adjacent settlement, excavated in 1996, is typical of a population in which hunting plays a secondary role while cattle herding prevails. The age-at-death study of cattle livestock at this site suggests a secondary products exploitation [5]. Tooth wear patterns are very common on individuals from Bovolone, and may...
be characteristic of cereal consumption [4]. Osteological evidence for systemic disease, such as porotic hyperostosis and enamel defects, have a low incidence [4], which may indicate a relatively nutritious dietary regime.

Sant’Abbondio is a Middle Bronze Age necropolis situated in the modern city of Pompeii in the province of Naples. Excavations of Sant’Abbondio were led twice between 1992-1993, and 1996-1997 revealing 37 inhumations. The site is located on top of an isolated hill in the surrounding Pompeii plain just 1 km far from the sea, with the Sarno river running along the bottom of the hill and proximal to the Appennines. This makes Sant’Abbondio an ideal example of the prehistoric framework namely Civiltà Appenninica, based mainly on pastoral economy with seasonal semi-nomadism and on patriarchal structure described by Puglisi [7]. Similarly to Bovolone, the skeletal assemblage of Sant’Abbondio indicates a low incidence of metabolic disease, which may suggest the consumption of a balanced diet. A high incidence of caries and calculus was observed, which may be the result of a diet rich in carbohydrates, typical of agricultural populations [6]. Interestingly, pronounced differences in femoral structure between male and female adults have been observed [6], which may support an idea of patriarchal structure across all Appennine territories based on pastoral activities [7].

Therefore, Bovolone and Sant’Abbondio populations present similar economical evolutions. Both of them seem to base their diet on cereal consumption, so demonstrating the adoption of these agricultural techniques. The management of livestock appears central in both the economies, despite with different practices: in Bovolone localised animal husbandry is more probable, while in Sant’Abbondio it seems to be related to seasonal transhumance. However, these sites also display different geographical and geological aspects, which might have played an important role in the diversification of harvest and disease outbreaks. In order to explore diet and disease in these populations, we explored the biomolecular analysis of ancient dental calculus.

Dental calculus (mineralized plaque) has often been studied in its own right as a dental pathology in the archaeological record [8]. However, recently ancient dental calculus has become recognised as one of the richest sources of ancient biomolecules, revealing insights into the composition of the oral microbiome and as a reservoir for dietary biomolecules [9][10][11]. Dental calculus is the mineralized form of dental plaque, a bacterial biofilm on the tooth surface containing commensal oral bacteria, pathogenic microorganisms, as well as host (human) biomolecules and dietary debris. Owing to its mineralised state, dental calculus is typically well preserved on archaeological skeletons. Ancient dental calculus has been extensively explored as a reservoir for microfossil remains [9][12], but recently with advances in ancient DNA and ancient protein analysis, is increasingly being explored to further understand the health and diets of past individuals. In this study we have explored a shotgun metaproteomics approach, which involves the extraction and analysis of the protein content of dental calculus. In the wake of burgeoning mass spectrometry technology, this approach is increasingly a valuable tool for identifying aspects of ancient health and diet on a direct, individual level [10][11]. Here we apply this approach to dental calculus deposits from both Bovolone and Sant’Abbondio, in order to identify and compare any evidence of food consumption practices, as well as explore the oral and respiratory health of individuals in Middle Bronze Age Italy.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

We performed a shotgun metaproteomic analysis of 9 samples of dental calculus; 6 samples from Bovolone, and 3 from Sant’Abbondio. Deposits of dental calculus were removed the tooth surface using a sterile dental scaler. Only supragingival calculus has been sampled, predominately from premolars and molars (Fig. 2), and collected in 2.0 mL tubes. We used between 1.9 and 26.7 mg of dental calculus for protein extraction.

Fig. 2. Bovolone, burial 56 (T56). Calculus sampled from the labial surface of the upper incisors.

Samples of dental calculus were ground using sterile microp estles, and demineralized in EDTA following [10]. We then applied a GASP (Gel-Aided Sample Preparation) protocol, modified for ancient mineralized samples [13][14]. Extractions were performed in a dedicated clean room for ancient protein extraction at BioArCh, Department of Archaeology at the University of York. Extracted peptides were analysed using liquid chromatography tandem mass spectrometry (Q-Exactive)
at the Mass Spectrometry laboratory of the Target Discovery Institute at the University of Oxford. Spectra were converted in the Mascot generic format (MGF) using ProteoWizard version 3.0.10051, using 100 most intense peaks, and spectra searched using Mascot (Matrix Science™). Peptides were searched fully tryptically against UniProt, with a peptide tolerance set at 10 ppm with one missed cleavage and an MS/MS ion tolerance of ± 0.07 Da. Propionamide(C) was set as fixed peptide modification and Acetylation (Protein N-term), Deamidation (NQ), Oxidation (M), Propionamide (K), Propionamide (N-term) as variable modifications. Each Mascot search was filtered with ion score cut-off of 25 and a false discovery rate of 5%. Only proteins identified by Mascot with two or more peptides were considered. Peptides were searched using BLASTp to verify taxonomic assignments.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Looking at the number of spectral queries produced for each sample, is evident that using more sample weight for protein extraction does not necessarily yield more peptide spectra (Fig.3). This variation in protein preservation means that making inter-population comparisons is challenging.

![Fig.3. Scatter plot of number of spectra per mg of sample.](image)

Pie charts (Fig.4) show the percentages of the different origin proteins, in particular pathogenic oral microbiome, non-pathogenic oral microbiome, host proteins and dietary proteins.

A. Pathogenic bacterial species

Proteins of pathogens were found in abundance in Bovolone while they are poorly represented in Sant’Abbondio. Immunoglobulin G-binding protein belonging to Streptococcus sp. Group G (GGS) was found in all the samples. GGS has been recognized as part of the normal human oral flora and associated with some infections like pharyngitis [15]. GGS is also the unique pathogen found in Sant’Abbondio. Among pathogens observed in Bovolone, are worth noting Francisella tularensis, which was found in all the samples and is the causative agent of tularemia, even in three of them the subspecies novicida has been matched, which is rarely virulent [16]; Haemophilus influenzae, a common resident of the nasopharyngeal mucosa from which enters the bloodstream and spread to the rest of the body causing a wide range of infections [17]; Propionibacterium acnes, a commensal of human skin and at the beginning associated only with acne vulgaris, has been found to be implicated in a large number of human pathologies such as endocarditis, hypostasis, pustulosis, pulmonary angitis, allergic alveolitis and others [18]; Porphyromonas gingivalis, which is an inhabitant of the oral cavity and the major causative agent of periodontal diseases [19]; Corynebacterium diphtheriae was detected matching different proteins. It is the causative agent of diphtheria, a severe disease that interest the respiratory tract [20].

B. Non-pathogenic microbiome

Many non-pathogenic bacteria were detected in both the assemblage but most of them, being soil-dwelling, are not reported here. Three of them, from Bovolone samples, are not commonly found in soil and so shown below. Bilophila wadsworthia was found in three samples with Taurine-pyruvate aminotransferase protein. It is normally inhabitant of faeces and, occasionally, of saliva [21]. 60 kDa chaperonin of Lactobacillus salivarius was detected in one sample. This is a probiotic organism and a pathogens suppressor commonly found in mammalian digestive tract [22]. Peptococcus niger, detected with one protein in one sample, is part of the normal human umbilical and intestinal flora [23]. However, it should be stressed that many microbial species, especially non-pathogenic and non-commercial species, have no sequence information and are not represented in the database.

C. Host proteins

Human proteins make a large percentage of the total number of identified proteins in dental calculus from both sites. As has previously been detected in ancient dental calculus [1], many are involved in antimicrobial, responses, such as myeloperoxidase, peptidoglycan recognition protein 1, resistin, S100-A8 and A9, azurocidin, neutrophil elastase, cathepsin G myelobastin and immunoglobulins. Many of these proteins are the result of the host response to a bacterial biofilm. For example, myeloperoxidase, occurring numerouslly (e.g. 94 peptide matches in T44) in all the Bovolone samples and in one individual from Sant’Abbondio is a major constituent of the azurophilic cytoplasmic granules of
neutrophils and plays a central role to their microbiocidal activity [24]. Similarly, azurocidin is one of the proteins of azurophil granules implicated in antimicrobial activity, and is also a multifunctional inflammatory mediator [25]. Immunoglobulin γ-1 chain C region and Immunoglobulin κ chain C region are antibodies, central proteins of the humoral immunity [26]. Among proteins with anti-inflammatory activities we found α1-antichymotrypsin, a glycoprotein that inhibits the activity of proteases protecting tissues [27]; leukocyte elastase inhibitor, which inhibits polymorphonuclear neutrophils, in particular neutrophil elastase, PR3 and cathepsin G all found in neutrophil granules [28]; α1-antitrypsin, a protease inhibitor which protects tissues from enzymes of inflammatory cells [29]; α2-macroglobulin, a large plasma protein that acts as an antiprotease [30]; and antithrombin III, which is a glycoprotein found in plasma that inactivates thrombin protease enzyme [31]. Proteins with structural and other functions were detected. Many of these are involved in the matrix composition of host cells, and may be present as part of the plaque biofilm. For example, matrix extracellular phosphoglycoprotein is a protein of extracellular matrix of bone and dentin and regulates bone mineralization [32]; collagen α-2(I) chain, which consists in one of the chain of the fibrillar collagen found in connective tissues [33]; serum albumin, the most abundant in human blood plasma with transport functions [34]; and filaggrin is essential for the regulation of epidermal homeostasis and it is found in epithelial cells [35].

D. Dietary proteins

Among all the Bovolone proteins, two dietary proteins were detected. These are ovotransferrin and ovalbumin-related protein X with peptides matching uniquely to Gallus gallus (chicken). Both these proteins are found in egg whites [36]. However, it should be noted that egg proteins are often used in molecular laboratories as standards or molecular weight markers, so their interpretation should be considered with caution.

In contrast, more dietary proteins were identified in individuals from the Sant’Abbondio assemblage. Ovotransferrin and ovalbumin-related protein X from Gallus gallus were detected again, with the addition of avidin and vitelline membrane outer layer protein 1. Avidin is a vitamin B7 carrier produced in the oviducts and deposited in the albumen of the eggs [37]. Vitelline membrane outer layer protein 1, found in the vitelline membrane which function is to keep separate yolk and albumen and to act as an anti-microbial barrier, has a structural function [38]. In addition, two proteins belonging to wheats were detected in one sample of Sant’Abbondio, alpha-amylase inhibitor 0.53 and glutenin, high molecular weight subunit 12, both found expressed in the endosperm of the plant [39]. All wheat peptides identified match to the level of Triticeae, with most matching to the subtribe of Triticinae, and one, in particular, matching uniquely to T. aestivum, but also T. turgidum subsp. durum. These results directly indicate the consumption of wheat by individuals buried at Sant’Abbondio.

IV. CHALLENGES

Our results reveal a high level of variation in the number of peptide spectra produced from dental calculus samples in this study. Unrelated to the weight of the sample selected for analysis, this may indicate that decay mechanisms act on an individual level, resulting in substantial intra-population variation. As a result, this variation within populations makes inter-population comparisons challenging. Secondly, it is important to consider that ancient biomolecular analyses are susceptible to contamination, from the burial and lab environment. Whilst ancient proteins may be more robust than ancient DNA [40], we are still unaware of many mechanisms of protein survival.
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